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INTRODUCTION
The advancement of communication technology, including the widespread use of telephones and smartphones, has a major impact in shifting social interaction behaviors. Personal and group-chat facilities on smartphones do not only facilitate communications within a community, but also change the style of communications and coordinations [1] . These facilities have been widely used in various settings including universities [2] .
An internal institutional study conducted by Ahmad and Orton (2010) [3] at IBM shows that the increase of smartphone use in working environment for accessing e-Learning materials did not improve the performance of the employees. In fact, the use of smartphones increasingly dominates the active hours of professional workers and increases work-home interference [4] . Therefore, some strategies should be implemented so the use of smartphones could improve or at least maintain employee performance.
The biggest contributors to the high smartphone use are instant messaging services and Voice over IP (VoIP) [5] , with Whatsapp as the most widely used application [6] . Similar to WhatsApp is Telegram, which in less than 3 years has gotten more than 100 million active users [7] . An interesting thing about Telegram is the availability of a client source code that can be assembled by the users. Therefore, it is possible to integrate the Telegram application with an information system developed separately. In addition to providing client source code, Telegram also provides an API for bot development, a program system designed with a simple queryresponse interface that can be integrated as a user. Using the bot, the other users can send question messages to get responses from related bot systems [8] .
An in-house paperless office (PLO) web-based application has been developed by PPTIK (now DSSDI) Universitas Gadjah Mada (UGM), and implemented in various units for different purposes. Aside from being an office communication system, PLO has also been applied as a general social communication portal. PLO formal specifications are available in the literature [9] . Meanwhile, the API access to the PLO system has been developed in the contact.ugm.ac.id system and published [10] .
TechCrunch technology information portal launches new services in the form of Telegram Bot that can be used by users to dig up user interface information in the form of instant messaging [11] . This service utilizes the bot's ability to send custom keyboards that are used for navigating information in the system. The online Assist service portal system uses Telegram Bot to connect users with on-line service booking systems such as Uber and OpenTable [12] . The trust level of the Telegram system is quite high as evidenced by the Sberber Bank in Russia venturing to launch bot-based telecommunication applications [13] . Some previous studies support the claim that Telegram is superior to other instant messaging services (e.g., WhatsApp, Viber), in many ways: it is able to synchronize with other applications, has super fast services, provides reliable backup source, and has better security features [14] .
Chat bot has also been applied for patient health service communication system. Currently, communications in health care services are based on e-mail, and lately mobile messengers are being developed, integrating mobile health and mobile messenger. This kind of system utilizes chat features as in smartphone applications. Chat bot as a communication device enables the reduction of costs and streamline the patient's operational time in obtaining consultation services [15] . Telegram has also been successfully used in e-learning systems in the field of urology [16] , to improve practical competence for medical clinic graduates. This particular system integrates two bot telegram and can be accessed through various devices.
Telegram API is a feature that allows developers and users to create programs on the messaging interface component. Telegram API also allows developers and users to build their own Telegram client. In this study, we use this API to acces the PLO system. We aimed to study user behaviors upon the integration of Telegram bot with PLO. Our observations revealed that the bot improves communications among users. We also found that the increase of message flow could overload the server; therefore, other strategies need to be designed and implemented to increase the efficiency of the bot.
METHODS
Our research methodology was applied directly to the PLO system used in the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences (MIPA) UGM, and was conducted as the following:
1. Formulating PLO chatter (sub comment) in the form of instant messaging 2. Designing PLO system for accessing telegram bot 
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The development of the new system in this study did not change how the orginal installed system operates. The Telegram bot is integrated to the archive module which is a component used mandatorily by all faculty staff. Telegram has two different ways to receive bot messages with information on the PLO, i.e., long polling and WebHook. Here, we used WebHook that is placed directly on the server of PLO MIPA. The flow of information from PLO server to users through Telegram bot is illustrated in Figure 1 . The choice of WebHook is based on real time communication to match the bot characteristics. The bot is developed in a pure PHP environment without an embedded framework in the PLO module. PHP is a script programming language with interpreted serverside that has continuously updated [17] . The bot calls the API provided by Telegram server directly without an intermediary module developed by a third party. The API that access to the PLO system has previously been developed in contact.ugm.ac.id system [10] . User Interface built using standard Telegram client can be accessed from devices which support the operation of the client.
This research was carried out in MIPA UGM; bot implementation is embedded directly in the PLO-MIPA system by taking into account all aspects of prudence in the development of information systems.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of this study are a design and implementation of telegram bot that embedded in the operated system at Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, UGM. This bot system become a service access agents for the paperless office system. 
System Design
The design of user interfaces for PLO using Telegram Bot is outlined in User Case and Activity diagrams. It follow the discipline of software design using UML. The selection of UML design because it can accommodate various software development models, especially object-based software and provide an easy-to-understand interface diagram [18] .
Use case
There are two access points for using the system from the user side: Telegram Bot connection with PLO system and chat session with Telegram Bot for PLO access. Connecting with the PLO system is done by requesting an activation code. The code is generate on the PLO Web. The activation code is used to connect bots with a PLO account by sending a message / reg <activation code> to a bot telegram named PloFMIPAUGMBot. This relationship is presented in Figure 2 .
Figure 2 User connection using telegram bot
After the activation process is successful, then the user can interact with the PLO server through the chat interface by the relevant bot, ie write the message and receive the message. Message reception is passive, it means that it is carried out by the "coercion" mechanism of the message entering the chat chain of the user by the server.
Activity
There are four activities that can be carried out by the built-in bot system, including activation of the bot as a PLO interface, receiving PLO messages, sending PLO messages and reading old messages in the PLO.
Bot activity as a PLO interface
In the PLO, bot"s activity as an user interface involves 4 communication agents, i.e. : 1. PLO users in the Web Browser,
The target of PLO users in the Web Browser is the staff of Universitas Gadjah Mada, especially when it is run in the environment of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, both staff who act as lecturers and educators. 2. PLO Server, PLO Server will be connected directly to the data base as an archiving media for information messages. These messages are sent via the web by users involved in the system. 
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To be able to use the bots as the PLO interface system, users must activate their account by requesting an activation code to the server via the web. When the web system has given an activation code, the user is asked to send the code to the bot's telegram via the reg command or register as synchronizing the PLO system with a telegram. The illustration of the process is presented in Figure 3 .
Figure 3 Telegram Bot Relationships with PLO User Login
Furthermore, chat to the telegram bot will be connected directly to the PLO with a session on behalf of the user who requested the activation code.
Getting PLO messages
sIn complete implementation, all messages for each user will be sent directly to the chat user who is concerned with the PLO interface bot. The sending data process is carried out by a notification module as shown in Figure 4 . Basically all communication carried out by the Archive module in the PLO is formal office communication, so all of its users must pay full attention. 
Sending PLO messages
PLO users must respond to the archive / memo messages they receive if the message is a task message. If the execution of the order is carried out in the near future, the response can be delayed until it is finished as well as a report. If the execution of the command requires a relatively long time, then the response will contain the message that it has been received and also the implementation plan. When done from the Telegram, the response must use the Reply mechanism so that the server can find out the corresponding message chain presented in Figure  5 . Figure 5 Mechanism for sending PLO messages to the telegrams chat
Implementation
Chat bots are implemented in the PHP programming language environment that is placed on the PLO server itself. The Call process to the telegram API embedded in the PLO module that contains the function of sending notifications. Chat messages are treated the same as the PLO notification system via email. The webhook telegram bot module carries out the message write functions.
Bot activation
Bot activation is implemented by storing activation codes and chat numbers in the multi-purpose attribute storage table. The PLO has provided a multipurpose table storing attributes for certain users with user identity fields, attribute names, numeric values and text values. The activation code is implemented as a round six digit number. When prompted, PLO saves with the tcode attribute name. For security, the string segment is filled in with text retrieval time. If within a certain time the code is not used, the PLO will delete it. The program flowchart snippet making the activation number with the PHP language is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 shows a simple code to make a six digit random number given to the user as an activation code. When receiving the code, the telegram bot will record the session number and then use the push message.
Chat session
Telegram Bot connected with PLO is done using the relevant chat number. This chat number is stored with the name chatID attribute in a multipurpose storage area. The string segment can be filled with the connection date and the last usage date for audit purposes in the event of a security incident.
PLO messages
All archive / memo messages sent to each user are poured directly into the telegram bot chat session. This message"s format starts with the word "memo" in the corresponding with the chain number without being separated by a space or comment if it's a comment. Using this number, if the user sends a memo message, the system can find the PLO thread number in question.
Multi-threded PLO
Basically PLO organizes multithreaded communication. Each parent message can be followed by a number of comments from the target reader of the parent message. It forms a communication thread which is formed with the user in the target set of readers as members. The telegram bot has limitations only providing one chatID for each user. Thus, the user who wants to send a message to a particular thread must use the reply mechanism to the message coming from the relevant thread.
Synchronous Messaging
The bot sends a complete PLO message to each target reader whenever there is a new message. The delivery is carried out sequentially with the sustainability of the processing response if the message has been sent to the target. Illustration of message delivery is shown in Figure 7 . Target n Message has been sent to the target n Figure 7 The message delivery from PLO to the targets
The average time for bots to send the messages is about 1.5 seconds per telegram account or per target. Therefore, the more messages targeted to the account, the more the operational delay will occur in the PLO desktop. In this study, delays began to be felt when the messages were targeted to more than 20 accounts.
CONCLUSION
The telegram bot can be used as an access interface to the PLO system. The PLO multithread can be accessed through the reply mechanism. The security for accessing the PLO via bot is guaranteed because of the unique chatID for each bot user. However, the larger number of messages sent by bots the larger delays will be happened, and thus will disrupt the operation of PLO desktops.
Subsequent research that can be done is the design and the implementation of image and file object viewers. In addition, it can also be designed and fully implemented in other PLO features such as news, curah gagas dan event calender. Also, it can be added an asynchronous delivery mechanism for messages via bots so it won"t interfere the PLO desktop operation.
